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The Challenge of Data Quality
Two aspectsTwo aspects

Experimental/Technical 
issues.

Human behavior issues.

Already had difficulties Already had difficulties 
reproducing ruler in 1958!reproducing ruler in 1958!

Particle physicists put a Particle physicists put a 
huge effort into maintaining huge effort into maintaining 
the quality of data and the the quality of data and the 
results derived from the results derived from the 
data.data.

This is fundamentally a This is fundamentally a 
hard problem: there are a hard problem: there are a 
lot more ways to things lot more ways to things 
wrong than to do things wrong than to do things 
right! (Entropy)right! (Entropy)

Particle Data Book, 1958
Lawrence Radiation Lab Report UCRL-8030

2006 edition has 1232 pages; 24,559 
measurements!



a few things can go wrong...

““My answer agrees with the previous My answer agrees with the previous 
result, so it must be right.result, so it must be right.””
““Something must be wrong with the Something must be wrong with the 
data...the answer isndata...the answer isn’’t coming out t coming out 
right.right.””
““We donWe don’’t need to perform a blind t need to perform a blind 
analysis, because we already know analysis, because we already know 
the answer.the answer.””
““If this is right I could win the...If this is right I could win the...””
““Correlations?Correlations?””
““He needs to graduate now.He needs to graduate now.””
““The conference is in two weeks.The conference is in two weeks.””
““LetLet’’s see if we can enhance the s see if we can enhance the 
significance of our signal by changing significance of our signal by changing 
the selection requirements.the selection requirements.””
““If it turns out to be true, we can say  If it turns out to be true, we can say  
we saw it first.we saw it first.””

I have either heard all of these or seen
the direct result.

History plots from the Particle
Data Group; each point is cum avg.



But there is also good in us...

http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/
LEPEWWG/1/physrep.pdf



Main topics

Orientation: a few pictures of HEP experiments

Embarrassing moments in High Energy Physics (HEP)

What is data quality? 

How do HEP collaborations ensure data quality?

How do high energy collaborations ensure the quality of results?

Quick answers to panel questions 

Wisdom from Feynman

Related topics (if extra time)

Particle data compilations, combining scientific results from different 
experiments

Long-term maintenance of data samples; public access issues

Outline



Data quality begins with high quality apparatus

Linac

PEP-II ring: C=2.2 km BABAR

BABAR experiment at SLAC BABAR detector

animation

BABAR Silicon Vertex Tracker



0 γSB K π+ +→

BABAR  
single-event 
display

electron-positron collision
point



Growth of the BABAR Data Sample
Data per day Accumulated data

delivered by
accelerator

recorded by
BABAR

• Huge number of different particle processes in data sample.
• Published 300 journal articles so far; now about 1/week.
• Data also contain many well understood processes that can be 

used for calibration and crosschecking.

2000 2007



Characteristics of BABAR Data Sample

Data eventsData events

Running since 1999: about 32K individual run periods

Number data events (passing minimal filter): 6.6 * 109

Average event size: 7.8 * 103 bytes

Total sample size: 5.2 * 1013 bytes (52 TB)

Simulated (Simulated (““Monte CarloMonte Carlo””) events) events

Total number generic events: 4.6 * 109

Total number of signal events: 4.3 * 109

Total sample size: 12.1 * 1013 bytes (121 TB)



The next big thing: LHC at CERN

Photo: CERN; info. courtesy Joe Lykken



ATLAS and CMS Experiments at the LHC

ATLAS experiment people

CMS silicon trackerLHC  dipole magnets

Person



Embarrassing moments in particle physics

2. “Discovery” of top quark – UA1 experiment (1984)
• Observation of 6th quark (top) incorrectly 

inferred from CERN experiment
• top quark finally discovered at Fermilab at 

much higher mass

3. “Discovery” of penta-quark states (2002-2004)
• remarkable bandwagon effect (next slide)

1. “Discovery” of the ζ(8.1)—Crystal Ball expt. (1984)

• Observation of peaks in photon-
energy spectrum in two independent
decay channels. 

• Not confirmed in subsequent data sample 
• Only presented at conferences;  not published

Eγ

Crystal Ball

UA1
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Pentaquark Exp’ts Timeline

Inclusive lepton + D, A → p Ks
0

Exclusive K + (N) → pKs
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Inclusive Θ0c → D(*) − p

Inclusive  Θ + + → p K+

p + p (or A) → Ξ - - + X

Other Θ+ Upper Limits

p + p → pKs
0 + Σ+
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Slide courtesy of Reinhard Schumacher

from Particles and Nuclei International Conference, Santa  Fe, 2005



Some common problems

People often stop looking for mistakes when they obtain a desiraPeople often stop looking for mistakes when they obtain a desirable result.ble result.

Background shape or normalization estimated incorrectly.Background shape or normalization estimated incorrectly.

Backgrounds peaking under signal not correctly determined.Backgrounds peaking under signal not correctly determined.

Signal significance estimated incorrectly.Signal significance estimated incorrectly.

Signal is created artificially as Signal is created artificially as ““reflectionreflection”” of another signal.of another signal.

Errors determined incorrectly.Errors determined incorrectly.

Correlations not taken into account.Correlations not taken into account.

Shapes used in fit are not adequate to describe the data.Shapes used in fit are not adequate to describe the data.

Bugs in program.Bugs in program.

Systematic errors underestimated.Systematic errors underestimated.

Systematic errors incomplete.Systematic errors incomplete.

Unstated/incorrect assumptions.Unstated/incorrect assumptions.

Changes in experimental conditions not fully taken into account.Changes in experimental conditions not fully taken into account.

Average of many bad measurements might not give a good measuremeAverage of many bad measurements might not give a good measurement.nt.



• The individual contributions to the systematic uncertainty are stated.
• Any assumptions are stated, including numerical inputs from other 

experiments that might change.
• Sometimes also need to include information on error correlations.

3(4.54 0.34 0.07 0.04 ) 10stat sys normMeasuredQuantity −= ± ± ± ×

central 
value

statistical
uncert.

systematic
uncert.

systematic 
uncert. due to 
external data inputs

What is data quality? 

Bottom Line: a scientific result based on a high-quality data
sample is reproducible and unbiased, and its uncertainties are quantified.

This is a broad definition, implicitly recognizing that 
• the quality of the data sample is fundamental
• but...the quality of the data analysis is critical



Stages of Data Acquisition, Processing, & Analysis

Experiment/Online DAQ and Calibration
/Control & Monitoring

Raw data

Calibration + Data reconstruction (centralized)

Reconstructed data,
data subsamples

User data analysis

user-analyzed data files*

*usually ROOT files (root.cern.ch)

hardware, software

software (C++)

people, software

main problems:



Ensuring data/result quality in HEP experiments 

Experimental conditions must be
1. Controlled and extensively monitored (rapidly/online)
2. Recorded/documented/archived in an automated and accessible way

Instrument performance must be
1. Calibrated and understood (online + offline)
2. Recorded/documented/archived in an automated and accessible way

Data handling and offline processing must be
1. Controlled by automated software tools and monitored by 

bookkeeping tools
2. Performed with documented software with version control

Data analysis must be
1. Unbiased
2. Fully documented
3. Subject to extensive internal review/scrutiny by experts 



Maintaining data quality in Maintaining data quality in BBAABBAR: AR: Data Quality GroupData Quality Group

Meeting posted:
About 15 experts meet to
review quality of 1 
week’s worth of data. 
Rapid checking is very 
impt. to avoid problems 
affecting large amounts 
of data.

Experts from:
Management, computing,
detector operations,
physics analysis groups.

(Hypernews bulletin board system) (DQ already checked at
some level online)



Example of Data Quality MonitoringExample of Data Quality Monitoring

“Good” data must not selected according to whether they confirm
a desired result! Completely obvious, yet it has been done.

Monitor several hundred observable high-level quantities
during each run, in addition to experimental settings/conditions.

Number of observed D*+ D0 π+ decays vs. run number



Maintaining the quality of data analysis
A distinct problem from “data quality”—arising from the complexity of 
the data sample and the data analysis procedures.

Knowledge of experimental apparatus and its limitations
Extensive knowledge of particle physics 
Knowledge of fitting/statistical methods
Awareness of many pitfalls (e.g., how false signals are created).

Standardized and thoroughly
tested data analysis tools

Use of simulated data samples (“Monte Carlo”)
to devise procedures without looking at the data.

Blind analysis protocols: conceal result until procedures fixed.

Rigorous requirements for review and detailed documentation.

Redundancy: procedures checked
using other processes in data sample.



The joy and torture of blind analysis

Late-night 
unblinding party 
in BaBar for 
the measurement
of a matter-
antimatter 
asymmetry.

Blind analysis procedures have advantages and disadvantages.
• extensively used in BaBar; goal is to reduce potential bias
• applicability and usefulness depends on situation
• a complex topic worthy of a talk on its own

Reference: “Blind Analysis in Nuclear and Particle Physics”, 
J.R. Klein & A. Roodman, Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 
2005.55:141—63.



Life story of an internal review of a data analysis project

1.1. Analysis underway: about 10 progress reports to Analysis WorkingAnalysis underway: about 10 progress reports to Analysis Working Group Group 
of people performing similar studies.of people performing similar studies.

2.2. Produce Produce detailed internal documentdetailed internal document..

3.3. Formal reading of internal document by Analysis Working Group anFormal reading of internal document by Analysis Working Group and d 
signoff.signoff.

4.4. Appointment of Internal Review Committee (3Appointment of Internal Review Committee (3--4 people)4 people)

5.5. Review and signoff  of journal article by Internal Review CommitReview and signoff  of journal article by Internal Review Committeetee

6.6. Presentation to full collaboration.Presentation to full collaboration.

7.7. Review of journal article by designated member institutions.Review of journal article by designated member institutions.

8.8. Electronic posting of questions and authors’ responses.Electronic posting of questions and authors’ responses.

9.9. Signoff on responses by review committee.Signoff on responses by review committee.

10.10. Final review by Publications Board; oneFinal review by Publications Board; one--week final notice to the week final notice to the 
collaboration.collaboration.

11.11. Submission of article to journal.Submission of article to journal. Time from start to finish: 1-3 
years, mostly Steps 1-3. 



Management of Data Analysis: BaBar Analysis Information 
System (BAIS)

745 data analysis projects!



Data analysis projects in one subgroup

In Analysis Working Group
has Review Committee

Preliminary public result
approved
In Collab. Wide Review
Final 1-week notice

Submitted to journal



Information on a specific project



Quick responses to panel questions (1, 2)
1.1. With which large data collections are you familiar and what has With which large data collections are you familiar and what has been your been your 

involvement with these collections?involvement with these collections?
28 years working on 7 high-energy physics (HEP) experiments; variety of 
leadership and coordination roles; experience with large and complex data 
samples; Physics Coordinator of BaBar experiment; consultant to Particle 
Data Group.

2.2. What lessons can be learned from large data collections relativeWhat lessons can be learned from large data collections relative to how they can to how they can 
best be utilized and in maintaining their integrity?best be utilized and in maintaining their integrity?
Fundamentals

(1) documentation, documentation, documentation
(2) rapid, extensive, & transparent internal review at multiple stages 
(3) Data Quality (DQ) assurance as an explicit task with planning, resources, 

& recognition
(4) DQ coordination across organizational boundaries (big science issue)
(5) “strong” data sample has numerous self-calibration features
(6) use of simulated data is extremely powerful tool
(7) transparent and robust bookkeeping, software version control, etc. 
(8) attitude/culture: eternal vigilance, skepticism, and redundant 

checking



3.3. What are the standards and expectations in your field with regarWhat are the standards and expectations in your field with regard to data d to data 
quality (e.g. peer review), communication with other scholars (equality (e.g. peer review), communication with other scholars (e.g. making .g. making 
data available to other researchers), and providing data in the data available to other researchers), and providing data in the public public 
domain?  Are standards and expectations changing?  What are the domain?  Are standards and expectations changing?  What are the 
barriers to providing access (e.g. cost)? barriers to providing access (e.g. cost)? 

Standards are generally high and have been improving over time. 

Quality ultimately due to competition/redundancy. Large number of 
collaborators & competing experiments; aggressive culture in high 
energy physics.

BUT errors do occur, usually misjudgements/overoptimism/bias in 
data analysis, not technical/hardware failure.

HEP data samples are very complex; “owned” by collaboration of 
institutions who have defined responsibilities in 
building/maintaining/operating the experiment. 

Public access/uses: educational (maybe), scientific (hard).

Quick responses to panel questions (3)



4.4. What are your thoughts on the questions in the committeeWhat are your thoughts on the questions in the committee’’s charge?  What s charge?  What 
recommendations would you make? recommendations would you make? 

Charge seems vague; relies on committee’s expertise to sharpen the 
issues. (Maybe that’s OK.)

Proposing universal standards will be difficult; maybe it’s more useful 
to think in terms of “best practices.”

Value: different scientific fields may be able to learn from each other’s 
experience. Try to identify commonalities and recognize differences. 
Discuss successes and failures. Lessons learned.

Comment: emphasis on data may de-emphasizes importance of data 
analysis procedures. In HEP, it’s a long way from the sample to the 
result.

Quick responses to panel questions (4)



Combining results from experiments & archiving results

Key document of particle physics community: Key document of particle physics community: 
““Review of Particle PhysicsReview of Particle Physics””

pocket edition: Particle Data Booklet
compiled by the Particle Data Group 
(LBNL)
many contributors throughout the HEP 
community; I have been a consultant.
“encoders” read all HEP papers and 
incorporate into appropriate section of 
book.
Averaging of results is performed.

Averaging groups: need to understand Averaging groups: need to understand 
correlations between uncertainties of results correlations between uncertainties of results 
from different experimentsfrom different experiments

Heavy Flavor Averaging Goup:           
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/hfag/
LEP electroweak working group: 
http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch/LEPEWWG/



Long-term preservation of HEP data samples

If you ask a highIf you ask a high--energy physicist whether it would be practical to preserve energy physicist whether it would be practical to preserve 
data samples for use far into the future, the answer most likelydata samples for use far into the future, the answer most likely would be would be 
““youyou’’ve got to be kidding!ve got to be kidding!””

Why? Why? 
Extensive knowledge required to use the data sample.
The data sample does not really exist independently of the software 
required to analyze it. You would also need to maintain the software.
Since analyzing the data is so difficult, who would want to do it?
Probably most of what can be learned has already been learned.
Large computing resources would be required to store and use the
samples.

But it is still worth consideringBut it is still worth considering
In several cases, the data samples are “canonical” and may never be 
surpassed given resource limitations.
There are probably a few surprises lurking in these samples. 



Wisdom from Feynman (from “Cargo Cult Science,” in “Surely 
You’re Joking Mr. Feynman!” )

““But there is But there is oneone feature I notice that is generally missing in cargo cult feature I notice that is generally missing in cargo cult 
science. That is the idea that we all hope you have learned in sscience. That is the idea that we all hope you have learned in studying tudying 
science in schoolscience in school------we never explicitly say what this is, but just hope that we never explicitly say what this is, but just hope that 
you catch on by all the examples of scientific investigation. Ityou catch on by all the examples of scientific investigation. It is interesting, is interesting, 
therefore, to bring it out now and speak of it explicitly. Ittherefore, to bring it out now and speak of it explicitly. It’’s a kind of s a kind of 
scientific integrity, a principle of scientific thought that corscientific integrity, a principle of scientific thought that corresponds to a responds to a 
kind of utter kind of utter hoenstyhoensty——a kind of leaning over backwards.a kind of leaning over backwards.””

““Details that could throw doubt on your interpretation must be giDetails that could throw doubt on your interpretation must be given, if ven, if 
you know them.you know them.””

““In summary, the idea is to try to giveIn summary, the idea is to try to give allall the information to help others the information to help others 
judge the value of your contribution; not just the information tjudge the value of your contribution; not just the information that leads to hat leads to 
judgementjudgement in one particular direction or another.in one particular direction or another.””

““But this long history of learning how to not fool ourselvesBut this long history of learning how to not fool ourselves——of having of having 
utter scientific integrityutter scientific integrity——is, Iis, I’’m sorry to say, something that we havenm sorry to say, something that we haven’’t t 
specifically included in any particular course that I know of.specifically included in any particular course that I know of.””

““The first principle is that you must not fool yourselfThe first principle is that you must not fool yourself——and you are the and you are the 
easiest person to fool.easiest person to fool.””



Statement of Task (I)Statement of Task (I)

What are the growing varieties of research data?  In addition toWhat are the growing varieties of research data?  In addition to issues issues 
concerned with the direct products of research, what issues are concerned with the direct products of research, what issues are involved in involved in 
the treatment of raw data, prethe treatment of raw data, pre--publication data, materials, algorithms, and publication data, materials, algorithms, and 
computer codes?computer codes?

Who owns research data, particularly that which results from fedWho owns research data, particularly that which results from federally erally 
funded research? Is it the public? The research institution? Thefunded research? Is it the public? The research institution? The lab? The lab? The 
researcher?researcher?

To what extent is a scientist responsible for supplying researchTo what extent is a scientist responsible for supplying research data to data to 
other scientists (including those who seek to reproduce the reseother scientists (including those who seek to reproduce the research) and arch) and 
to other parties who request them? Is a scientist responsible foto other parties who request them? Is a scientist responsible for supplying r supplying 
the data, algorithms and computer codes to other scientists who the data, algorithms and computer codes to other scientists who request request 
them?them?

What challenges does the science and technology community face aWhat challenges does the science and technology community face arising rising 
from actions that would compromise the integrity of research datfrom actions that would compromise the integrity of research data? What a? What 
actions should the science and technology community, journal pubactions should the science and technology community, journal publishers, lishers, 
funding agencies and universities take in response?funding agencies and universities take in response?



Statement of Task (II)Statement of Task (II)

What are the current standards for accessing and maintaining resWhat are the current standards for accessing and maintaining research earch 
data, and how should they evolve in the future? How might such sdata, and how should they evolve in the future? How might such standards tandards 
differ for federallydiffer for federally--funded and privatelyfunded and privately--funded research, and for funded research, and for 
research conducted in academia, industry, governmental and nonresearch conducted in academia, industry, governmental and non--
governmental organizations?governmental organizations?


